STOPPING FUTURE CRIMES

The data collected from ShotSpotter can be used to deter future crimes by positioning law enforcement where and when gun violence is most likely to occur.

HELPING HOMICIDE INVESTIGATIONS

Shell casings recovered from scenes of a ShotSpotter alert are fed into NIBIN, helping produce leads in unsolved homicide cases.

BEST PRACTICES FOR BEST RESULTS

ShotSpotter response is codified into how police follow-up on gunshot incidents, improving investigation outcomes and reassuring communities.

FASTER RESPONSE TIMES

Officers arrive more quickly on the scene where shots have been fired, creating opportunities to save victims and interview witnesses/suspects before they disappear.

While most of the country has seen a surge in gun violence in 2020, gunshots in Fort Myers have dropped 33 percent this year thanks to technology like ShotSpotter and our emphasis on best practices when responding to an incident.
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